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Are you in need of toilet repairs or
replacements at your local Utah business? As
a leading Utah commercial toilet plumbing
specialist, Beehive serves the Salt Lake,
Provo and surrounding areas. During every
job, our technicians are well-equipped. Every
commercial toilet installation, replacement, and
repair is completed with a 100-percent
satisfaction guarantee.

Commercial Toilet Repairs
Beehive Plumbing understands the
importance of commercial guidelines, needs,
and requirements. We’ve been in the business
for a while, and every problem-free plumbing
system we’ve installed is backed by the industry’s best standards. We believe a business’s goodwill,
accessibility and memorability are reflected by its comfort amenities. For this reason, Beehive Plumbing has
assembled a master-class team of technicians. Each utilizes state-of-the-art service tools, pairing knowledge with
today’s most effective options.
Our repair services include:
Clogged drain assistance
Non-stop flushing fixes
Water leak restoration
Slow tank refill fixes
Cracked tank and bowl restoration
Broken handle repairs
Flush valve maintenance
Flushometer maintenance
Water pressure maintenance
Beehive Plumbing understands the many issues which arise in modern commercial toilets . While our talented
technician team is prepared to assist with the above-listed plumbing services, it’s also outfitted with a hefty
knowledge base. Each licensed professional maintains intensive knowledge about servicing needs, ensuring
no problem goes unsolved. All manufacturer’s standards are met, as are commercial standards.

Commercial Toilet Installations
Sometimes, a toilet can’t be fixed. In these cases, toilet removal and replacement is needed. A toilet’s installation is
a delicate process, but each technician maintains the skills needed to accommodate any environment. Let us
determine your best replacement option, and let our technicians handle bulky removal jobs. If you simply need to
update your business’s toilet inventory, we have you covered. Our commercial toilet collection is incomparable,
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standing aside our standard toilet inventory. A variety of styles are available—and each has been crafted to
assure maximum functionality.

Our Commercial Toilets:
Beehive Plumbing’s commercial toilet inventory prioritizes the business by offering diversity. Regardless of your
business’s needs, there’s an answer. Check out some of our commercial toilet options below . Each is
available in several styles—so as to meet your business’s visual and architectural needs.
Pressure and Air-Assisted Toilets– Pressure and air-assisted toilets are today’s leading toilets for commercial
providers. By using the water supply’s pressure, an air-assisted toilet blasts waste down the drainpipe. Air is
compressed in an inner tank, ensuring a constant pressure supply.
Low-Flow Toilets– Also called high-efficiency toilets, low-flow toilets use significantly less water than full-flush
toilets. They’re used in energy-saving environments, as their mechanisms can save thousands of gallons of
water annually.
Tankless Toilets– Tankless toilets are also popular commercial selections. Often located in public restrooms,
they’re built with a valve metered with a diaphragm or a piston. The valve is designed to shut down after a flush
cycle is completed, ensuring clean, reliable operation. A tankless toilets technology is rather simple, which is why it’s
a reliable option for many businesses.
Dual-Flush Toilets– Many commercial toilets can be converted into dual-flush toilets. A dual-flush toilet requires
less water to clear liquid and solid waste. A business can save as much as 30 percent of its waste water bill by
converting to a dual-flush toilet. Because multiple power “settings” can be used, water isn’t wasted when being used
to clear materials.

Emergency Plumbing Services
If an emergency happens, don’t panic. Beehive Plumbing is here to help . Our emergency commercial toilet repair
services aim to get your business running again, mitigating any costs associated with downtime. By answering
immediately, our technicians negate slippery areas, reduce potential health risks and ensure the safety of tenants
and employees alike. Our same-day commercial toilet repair and plumbing services are available 24 hours
per day, and each visit is supported by today’s latest, greatest plumbing technology.

Contact Beehive Plumbing Today for Commercial Toilet Repairs in Utah
Beehive Plumbing is one of Utah’s most trusted plumbing service providers. Whether you’re facing a faucet
leak, a clogged toilet a pipe burst or an entire sewer line problem, we’re here to help. Our Beehive plumbers can
do it all, and our flexible financing options put your business first. Every Beehive employee has undergone strict
screening processes, including background checks, drug tests, and compliance tests. Contact Beehive Plumbing
today! Give us a call at 801-661-8155.
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